1. Introduction

1.1 Identification of Wawenock. The name Wawenock in this paper refers to a dialect of the Algonquian family formerly spoken at Becancour, Quebec. The suggestion that Wawenock might be more appropriately called something else (Siebert 1980:115) will not be pursued here.

1.2 Sources and Aims. Texts in this dialect were published by Frank Speck (1928), but no grammatical material has appeared. The primary aim of the present work is to present a list of Wawenock inflectional affixes exemplified in Speck's paper.

The texts presented in Speck's work are not very extensive, and their analysis is aided greatly by a comparison with published materials on the closely related Abenaki (Day 1964, Laurent 1884, Masta 1932), and by analysis of Speck's texts in the closely related Penobscot (Speck 1918, Voorhis 1979). A key to the rules for vowel deletion in Wawenock (§§3.2-8) was provided by David Sherwood's analysis of a similar feature in Passamaquoddy (personal communication).

1.3 Format for References. A reference of the form (3.5) specifies text number 3 and line 5 in Speck (1928), the individual texts being numbered as follows:

1. Gluskàbe the Transformer (180-185)
2. How a Hunter Encountered Emule, etc.
3. The Origin and Use of Wampum (195)
4. Wawenock Drinking Song (197)

A reference of the form (179) specifies page 179 in Speck (1928).

2. Phonemics

2.1 Introduction. In order to present Wawenock forms in a consistent spelling, Speck's phonetic transcription will be changed to a phonemic one, or at least to a more nearly phonemic one.

2.2 Phonemes. Wawenock phonemes are assumed to be the following; since Speck's transcription is intended to be phonetic, his letters are written in square brackets to represent the allophones of each phoneme.
Consonants:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{voiced} & \text{voiceless} \\
\text{b} [b] & \text{p} [p] \\
\text{d} [d] & \text{t} [t] \\
\text{g} [g] & \text{k} [k] \\
\text{j} [dʒ] & \text{c} [tʃ] \\
\text{z} [z] & \text{s} [s] \\
\text{l} [l] & \text{ʃ} [ʃ] \\
\text{m} [m] & \\
\text{n} [n] & \\
\text{w} [w, ð] & \\
\text{y} [y] & \\
\end{array}
\]

Vowels:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{i} [i] & \text{e} [e] & \text{o} [o] \\
\text{e} [ɛ] & \text{a} [a] & \text{y} [ɪ, ɪ] \\
\end{array}
\]

Stress:

\[
' [', \']
\]

2.3 Multiple Allophones. Phonemes with two allophones show the following distributions for those allophones:

\[\text{[e]} \] and \[\text{[ɛ]} \] appear to vary freely: el(e)we 'almost' (3.8, 3.9); maskwémozial 'birch tree (obviative)' (1.123, 1.127).

\[\text{[œ]} \] and \[\text{[ø]} \] vary freely after \text{w}; the latter allophone occurs elsewhere: wybybi 'wampum' (3.5); wybybim 'his wampum' (3.7).

\[\text{[œ]} \] follows a consonant at the end of a word or before another consonant; \text{w} occurs elsewhere: zobekw 'ocean' (1.17); bemizobekwket 'as he wandered by the ocean' (1.34); wíkwénonen 'he took it' (1.46).

The first or only stressed syllable in a word generally takes \[\text{['} \] \], and any other stressed syllable has \[\text{['} \] \], but since stress on the last syllable is probably automatic (179), only earlier stresses are marked here: aweni 'who' (3.3); debélčak 'owner' (1.1); debélđamličil 'owner (obviative)' (1.9); nemvlhíntato 'I am wonderful' (1.10); elimvlhíntatowy 'how wonderful I am' (1.16).

Speck rather frequently omits expected stresses. In this paper
stress will be indicated just as recorded on each example in the texts; no attempt will be made to restore stresses that are left out: debeldak 'owner' (1.22); gemwihntato 'you are wonderful' (1.10).

2.4 Additional Letters and Diascritics. Speck uses several additional letters and diacritics not accounted for above, namely, the vowels [u] and [a], the consonant [ŋ], and length [•]. Each of these will be discussed in turn.

2.5 [u]. Initially, where [u] and [wa] vary freely, [u] represents ws: wedidam o 'he said' (1.77, 1.79).

Medially after w, where [u] and [a] alternate, probably randomly, [u] is e: bácwelikkac 'don't cheat me' (2.31); gebácwello 'I will not cheat you' (2.31), with ge- in error for ge-.

Elsewhere [u] is assumed to be o, for [u] and [o] are occasionally found in free variation: medéolino 'shaman' (3.10, 3.12).

More typically [u] occurs finally and in closed syllables, [o] in non-final open syllables: medéolino 'shaman' (3.9); mós 'moose' (1.116); mozol 'moose (obviative)' (1.112).


2.6 [a]. Alternate spellings suggest that [a] is sometimes written for y, sometimes for a, and sometimes for e.

[a] for e is most frequently found in final syllables: nb/péskwanak 'on my back' (2.32, 2.61).

Probably [a] is most often written for y: myje- 'begin to' in wemýjelín 'he went away' (2.35) and in myjegezlymvsm 'the wind rose' (1.28).

Occasionally [a] may be written for a: ndatvmy 'not' (2.1, 2.20).

Sometimes [a] is written for y: wizzly- 'yellow' in newizywimanim 'my gold' (2.24) and in gewizywimanim 'your gold' (2.30).

In sum, in a given morpheme, if [a] and [q] or [a] are in alternation, the segment is assumed to be y; if just [a] and [a] alternate, a is assumed; and if [a] and [a] alternate, a is written in phonemic transcription. But in some morphemes only [a] is recorded. This will be written y here, which does not represent a separate phoneme, but only indeterminate y, a, or e. And there is always a possibility that a is really y with the alternate unrecorded. For example, mani 'money' (2.14, 2.19, 2.24, 2.28, 2.30, footnote p. 190) is always recorded with a, but Abenaki has móni (Laurent 1884:41) which suggests Wawenock mýni.
In the following sections of this paper, in examples, but not in citations of morphemes, Speck's phonetic rendering of these central vowels will be preserved as recorded, with a for [a], y for [a], and y for [o], without regard to alternate spellings in other examples of the same morphemes. This provides the reader with the evidence for the phonemic interpretation of the vowels in the cited morphemes, and, incidentally, relieves the writer of the obligation to collect all citations of each root, stem, and derivational affix in an often futile attempt to identify their vowels, all for a paper on inflection.

Speck has a similar confusion in the central vowels of Penobscot (Speck 1918, cf. Voorhis 1979:9-10).

2.7 [n] and Other Nasals. [n] usually follows y before velar stops, and its presence indicates that preceding [a] or [a] is y; it is omitted in phonemic transcription: zyğema 'chief' (1.48); zykh- 'out' (1.42, 2.58).

[n] intermittently follows y before dental stops and before the affricates. It provides the same clue as [η] to the identity of a preceding vowel. It is assumed to be an effect of the nasalization of y, and is therefore omitted in phonemic transcription: gizigibilýt 'when he had felled it' (1.24); bavgýhydít 'when they arrived' (1.38); myjihidít 'they left' (1.12); wemýjeñvn 'he went away' (2.35).

This intrusive [n] has to be distinguished from phonemic n. For example, in gizigibilýt, above, [n] must be intrusive because nt does not otherwise occur finally (cf. §3.3), and root myj(e)- 'begin' in myjihidít, above, is established in other examples written without the [n], such as wemýjeñvn, above.

[m] probably occasionally follows y before labial stops. It is to be treated like intrusive [n], and presents a similar problem of identification. For example, in pannawpskaok 'in Penobscot River Valley', the [m] is probably intrusive, cf. pawanobskewi 'Penobscot' (Prince 1910:201).

2.8 Length. Long and short vowels vary freely: madéolínokaw 'shamans' (3.2, 3.3); dólebe 'turtle' (1.60, 1.65); ni 'and then' (1.57 in ni débene 'and soon' and in ni wédiñvn 'then he said').

Most typically i is long in open syllables, and all other vowels, including i in closed syllables, are short: ni yolil 'then this (obliative)' (1.48).

Accordingly, length is unmarked after vowels in phonemic transcription.

Long and short consonants vary freely before consonants and finally: nb/póskwanék 'on my back' (2.32, 2.61); nebik 'in the water' (1.88, 2.4).

Length is dropped therefore between consonants and finally in
phonemic transcription.

Before vowels, however, long consonants are preserved in phonemic transcription, written as geminates: *gello* 'eagle' (1.45).

2.9 Aspiration. Aspiration is written sporadically before voiceless consonants: *ndátvmý* 'not' (2.1, 2.20).

It is also written after final voiceless consonants, and usually after final ı: *zibok* 'river (locative)' (1.2, 1.12); *widybal* 'his friend' (1.10).

In these contexts aspiration is dropped in phonemic transcription.

It does, however, also turn up more inexplicably in the reduplication of verbs, where it will be rewritten as h: *genehnámihodíppena* 'we will not see each other' (2.68).

2.10 Additional Irregularities. There are a few irregularities in the use of other letters.

Wawenock free variation and Penobscot cognates suggest that Speck has written s for z rather frequently: *gezelvmsvnol* 'wind (obviative)' (1.23) with z written as s, cf. *gezelvmsvn* 'wind' (1.28); *m(e)ziwi* 'all' (1.15, 1.31).

z will be written here when found in alternation with s.

e is occasionally written for i: *liwityzo* 'it is called so' (1.116, 2.37); *niga* 'then' (1.11, 1.29).

y and zero vary freely after i before a vowel; the forms without y are taken as phonemic: *g1a* 'you (singular)' (1.18, 2.24).

w is assumed to follow o before a vowel, though frequently left unwritten by Speck: *zibowal* 'rivers' (1.15), cf. *wajowal* 'mountain (obviative)' (1.12).

[w] is probably phonemically ow: *bmakowínok* (for bmaozowínok ?) 'human being (locative)' (2.6), cf. *bmakowygan* 'life' (2.25).

3. Phonemic Alternations

3.1 Introduction. It is necessary to consider certain phonemic alternations in Wawenock, so as to be able to determine the basic shapes of morphemes.

3.2 Deletion of Vowels. The consonant clusters sp, st, sk, and each of these or any single consonant followed by w are basic, at least in some
morphemes. Other consonant clusters arise from loss of an intervening vowel, usually a.

In a sequence of one or more syllables with basic a, that is, a before loss, the vowels in odd-numbered syllables are weak, and those in even-numbered syllables are strong. Accordingly, wawdnana 'they took it' (1.39) is basically *wawedanameny in which the first, third, and fifth vowels are weak, and the second and fourth strong. In nebi 'water' (1.87), the first vowel is weak. The final vowels in these words are neither weak nor strong because they are not a. But there are some words in which i or a are treated like e, as indicated below.

In some words, e in the first syllable is probably strong due to a dropped initial a: spemak 'up' (1.69), cf. the Passamaquoddy rule that initial e is deleted (Sherwood, personal communication).

3.3 Deletion and Final Syllables. Apparently no vowel deletions occur in final syllables; only the basic consonant clusters are found finally: némtitykw 'when he saw it' (2.15).

3.4 Deletion of a Before Voiceless Consonants. Weak a is deleted before most voiceless consonants: koi- 'great' (3.5); ntami- 'first' (1.2); běmkamigek 'the existing world' (1.17); geselvmsvm 'wind' (1.28); abvkskadalwi 'flat on his belly' (2.17).

This rule does not apply to a before h or ss: ngizishydamen 'I created it by wish' (1.17); gizessemit 'when he had drunk' (2.19).

Strong a is retained before voiceless consonants: wedepkwanał 'his hair' (1.31, 1.32); webéškwaneñ 'on his back' (2.34); waméskawvn 'he found him' (1.94), cf. mskaywyi 'he could not be found' (1.73); waméjévn 'he killed him' (1.34), cf. wégizínivn 'he had killed him' (1.35) in which i is treated like a.

These examples appear to illustrate a Wawenock cognate to Siebert's first Penobscot rule of vowel syncope, namely, 'a and e are syncopated in light closed syllables ending in spirants h and s' (Siebert 1980:124), and to the Passamaquoddy rule that weak vowels in a sequence of syllables containing underlying a or e are dropped before h or s before a consonant (Sherwood, personal communication). For Penobscot and Passamaquoddy clusters of h plus a consonant correspond to voiceless consonants in Wawenock. In Wawenock, however, a does not appear to participate regularly in this deletion: maskwémožiul 'birch tree' (1.123, 1.126); wedebaken 'he tossed him' (1.63). Neither is a to be counted in determining strong and weak syllables: amkóldowak 'they wake up' (2.62).

The rules for deletion of a before voiceless consonants appear to be applied quite consistently. Exceptions do occur though: možikoci 'moose buttocks' (1.116); byzišjikocielwi 'clean your rear' (1.56); cf. wetemikcciessvn 'he cut off his rear' (1.47) with t in error for d.
Apparent examples of weak a retained before g before a vowel are probably errors with s written for z, cf. §2.10: *gozelvmsvn 'wind' (1.23, 1.24 bis, 1.28 bis).

3.5 Deletion of a Before h. Since weak a is retained before h, clusters of consonant plus h must arise from another sequence. Perhaps there is a Wawenock equivalent to the Passamaquody rule that weak underlying a in a sequence as above is deleted next to h (Sherwood, personal communication). So it may be a that is lost before h in the following: *sykhéylit 'he coming along out' (2.60); *nemvhlintato 'I am wonderful! (1.10), with the lost vowel in a weak position. Compare *bejigadahit 'he came jumping' (2.60); *gazogóktahynny 'we will cut him to pieces' (1.78), with a retained in a strong position, that is, after weak a.

3.6 Deletion of a Before Voiced Consonants. Weak a is deleted before certain voiced consonants, perhaps between any two consonants, but the recorded examples seem to favor deletions that yield some consonant clusters more than others. Such clusters always involve m, n, or l.

/bm, dn, and mn are favored clusters: bmóle a name (2.8); bmáçowygan 'life' (2.25); bahmiobókwket 'wandering by the ocean' (1.121); wednumma 'they took it' (1.39), cf. bem, dem, nem in gesélybeny 'we will go fast' (2.33), demakwak 'beavers' (2.41); webónamen 'he put it' (2.15, cf. 1.40).

A stop consonant before l is favored: bla 'for a while, meanwhile' (1.40, 1.58); edodlvmssvk 'it blew so' (1.30); gloskybe a name (1.1); métlvmsvn 'it blew off' (1.31); notlıkygan 'my story' (1.33).

/id and ln are favored: debélidak 'owner' (1.1); alnybe 'man' (2.9), cf. lab and lam in dolabe 'turtle' (1.46), elamigazlvmsvk 'it blew so hard' (1.24).

Additional clusters involving m, n, or l sometimes occur, generally toward the ends of longer words: elágakimgot (with a for e?) 'as he told him' (2.48); debéldamlijil 'owner' (1.9); gemamassanił bandágébana 'we are all insulted by (his) belittling you' (1.50).

Deletion of a before voiced stops and spirants seems to be resisted after stops and spirants: ebagwac 'on account of it' (1.53); pskwyagwan 'branch' (1.126); welágažial 'his intestines' (1.117); níšedá 'twice' (1.93).

Deletion does not occur in the last syllable of a word: wegédnamen 'he took them' (1.115).

Strong a is sometimes deleted in the second syllable of a word before a voiced consonant. Conditions for this loss of a probably include a requirement that the next syllable not contain a deletable vowel. In
addition, this deletion is probably permitted only between certain conso-
nants: wedlakewvn 'he threw them' (1.115); weljial 'hands' (3.15).

A stem remains subject to this rule after an adverbial or adjecti-
val prefix: alemigezlvmsvn 'the wind came up' (1.24), cf. gezalvmsvn
'wind' (1.28).

Exceptions to the rules for deletion of e before voiceless conso-
nants are frequent: eligamodanamv 'so it is stolen from me' (2.21) with
[k] for g; vemoskwindanu 'they became angry' (1.50); végizelomana 'they
planned what to do to him' (1.51), cf. elemigislon 'it was decided'
(1.76); gezalvmsvn 'wind' (1.28), cf. alemigezlvmsvn 'the wind came up'
(1.24); maziwi 'all' (1.15), cf. mziwi 'all' (1.31).

Probably loss of e before voiced consonants is always more or less
optional, with deletions more numerous in rapid speech, and retentions
more numerous in slow speech.

3.7 Deletion After Personal Prefixes. e after the personal prefixes n-
and g-, being weak, is subject to deletion. But the voiced consonants
favored to follow this loss appear to be different from those listed
previously; the deletion is more frequent before stops and spirants,
less frequent before other voiced consonants: nbéskvany 'on my back'
(2.61); ngizihy 'I can make him' (1.21); góáci ayn 'you must stay'
(2.43); gezogskahy 'we will cut him to pieces' (1.78); cf. nemvhlintato
'I am wonderful' (1.70), genámhi 'you see me' (1.106), gewizawimana
'your gold' (2.30).

But again deletion before voiced consonants is inconsistent:
gezákkiiy 'your land' (1.89).

e after a personal prefix can even be dropped before a deleted
(strong) e: gdlihýnén 'we shall do with him' (1.77).

The usual writing of [u] for we- makes it difficult to identify
loss and retention of e.

Note that complete loss of a personal prefix, when it occurs
(§4.2), is subsequent to the determination of weak and strong vowels:
niégogwm 'it will not kill me' (1.81), cf. edelíniawm 'where he was
killed' (1.116).

3.8 Deletion Before Sibilants. Siebert's third Penobscot rule of vowel
syncope, namely, 'a in open syllables before a sibilant and following a
checked syllable or an accented tonic syllable is syncopated' (Siebert
1980:126), is probably reflected in the following, and in similar forms:
gissik 'where he lay' (1.39); linygwo 'he resembles' (2.6).

3.9 Devoicing Medially and Finally. A voiced consonant other than l,
when it comes to stand before a voiceless consonant, is replaced by the corresponding voiceless consonant, if such exists; that is, b, d, g, j, and z presumably become p, t, k, c, and s respectively, though not all possibilities can be exemplified: gizipsihalyt 'after he skinned it' (1.114), cf. webesihalyt 'he skinned it' (1.174).

The same change takes place when w follows the voiced consonant: zobegw- 'ocean' in bemizobekwket 'as he wandered by the ocean' (1.34), cf. zobegok 'to the ocean' (1.38) and zobekw 'ocean' (1.17).

and the voiced consonants without voiceless equivalents are not subject to this change: gemasseltoji 'you will have an abundance of it' (2.28); mkwigen 'it is red' (3.8).

A voiced consonant other than l, when it comes to stand at the end of a word, is replaced by the corresponding voiceless consonant, if such exists: moz- 'moose' in mos 'moose' (1.116), cf. mozol 'moose (obviative)' (1.112).

The same change takes place when w follows the final consonant: zobegw-, above.

3.10 Devoicing Initially. Voice and voicelessness in the paired voiced and voiceless consonants appear to vary quite randomly in word-initial position. But the voiced variants are regular after a vowel without intervening pause: yo gedayin 'you are here' (1.7), cf. gedakkiwy 'your land' (1.89).

Probably the voiceless variants everywhere follow pause, and the voiced variants occur elsewhere, though Speck's transcription fails to reflect this consistently.

The variants with initial voiced consonants will be treated as the basic forms of words: gello 'eagle' (1.45); gellowal 'eagle (obviative)' (1.47); dolebe 'turtle' (1.65); dolbal 'turtle (obviative)' (1.63); bodebe 'whale' (1.36, 1.39).

Initial clusters of voiceless consonants probably do not have voiced alternants: kci- 'great' (3.5).

kki 'earth' follows vowels without intervening pause: ni yo kkik 'and here on the ground' (2.14).

Elsewhere the initial k is shortened: ki 'earth' (1.2, 1.4); kik 'on the ground' (1.72).

3.11 Vowel Coalescence. Identical vowels coalesce in a single vowel across word boundary without pause: wálnybe 'that man' (2.15, 2.17) for wa alnybe, cf. wa 'that' (1.30), alnybe 'man' (2.9); bodebélssik 'where the whale lay' (1.39) for bodebe elssik.
4. Personal Prefixes

4.1 Personal Prefixes. The personal prefixes are n- 'first person', g- 'second person', and w- 'third person'. They occur in the inflection of both nouns and verbs.

4.2 Before Consonants. Before a consonant, e is inserted after the personal prefixes (but cf. §3.7); newizywiman 'my gold' (2.24) and gewizaviman 'your gold' (2.30), cf. wizyvi 'gold' (2.19); gamadegonamak 'your hides' (2.44) and wemadegonama 'his hides' (2.64).

Each prefix, however, is usually dropped before an identical consonant: nilegown 'it will not kill me' (1.81), cf. genilegon 'it kills you' (1.89); giosenena 'we shall roam about' (1.11); wikweman 'he took it' (1.46), cf. wewikweneman 'he took it' (2.19).

4.3 Before Vowels. The personal prefixes directly precede vowels in dependent nouns: nidybe 'my friend' (2.23); widybal 'his friend' (2.18); wade (for wade) 'his belly' (2.66).

In all other cases, e is prefixed to a vowel, and the personal prefixes are then added as before a consonant: gadayin 'you are at' (1.7); wdidaman 'he said' (1.27).

4.4 Before w and l-. nawa- and gewa- are replaced by no- and go- respectively, but wawa- seems to be retained unchanged: nolihan 'I will make him' (1.28); golybekhydaman 'you bundle them up well' (2.44); wawaliton 'he built it' (1.59).

l- 'like, as; to' is treated as if preceded by e after personal prefixes: wedlosenv 'they came to' (1.38), cf. liwityzo 'it is called so' (2.37).

5. Noun Inflection

5.1 Noun Stem Classes. There are two genders of nouns, animate and inanimate.

A noun takes outer inflection: a series of suffixes indicating number and case relationships. It may also take possessive affixes: personal prefixes, with or without suffixes, denoting personal pronouns as possessors.

A group of nouns, mostly kin terms and names for parts of the body, probably do not occur without possessive affixes. Such nouns are called dependent. Nouns which can occur with outer inflection only are called independent.

5.2 Outer Inflection WithAnimate Nouns. Animate nouns take the following suffixes:
5.3 Outer Inflection With Inanimate Nouns. Inanimate nouns take the following suffixes:

zero 'singular': nabi 'water' (1.87); wazesse 'nest' (1.59);
zobekw 'ocean' (1.17) with stem zobegw-, cf. §3.9.
-al 'plural': Nebessal 'lakes' (1.14); zibowal 'rivers' (1.15).

5.4 Outer Inflection With Nouns of Either Gender. Nouns of either gender probably take the following suffixes:

-ak 'locative singular': Nebassok 'in the pond' (1.85); webeskwank 'on his back' (2.34).
-ikok 'locative plural': zibowikok 'at the rivers' (1.100).
-i 'attributive': zibowinebal 'river lakes' (1.18).

5.5 Sandhi With Outer Inflection. Stems ending in e drop that vowel before a: bmole a name (2.22); bmolal 'Bmole (obviative)' (2.23).

Stem-final a is treated the same way, unless some or all of the a's in the examples are for y, cf. §2.6: zygema 'chief' (1.45); zygemal 'chief (obviative)' (1.47).

Stem-final e is replaced by a before i: bmolaiki 'Bmole's country' (2.37).

Stems ending in o add w before a or i (cf. §2.10): gallowal 'eagle (obviative)' (1.47); medéolinowal 'shamans' (3.2); zibowikok 'at the rivers' (1.100).

After certain stems ending in consonants, a is replaced by o: gezelvmsal 'wind (obviative)' (1.23); mozol 'moose (obviative)' (1.112).

e is replaced by o after a consonant plus w, and the w is dropped: zobogok 'to the ocean' (7.38).

e is dropped after a vowel: nebik 'in the water' (1.88); wazessek 'in the nest' (1.69); zibok 'to a river' (2.2), 'in the river' (2.12).

5.6 Personal Affixes. The following possessive affixes are recorded:
n- 'my': nidybe 'my friend' (2.23); nbéskwanv 'on my back' (2.61).
g- 'your (singular)': gewizawiman 'your gold' (2.30); gémadégonomak 'your hides' (2.44).
w- 'his, her'; an animate noun with this prefix cannot be proximate: widybal 'his friend' (2.18); wémadégonoma 'his hides' (2.64); wizawiman 'his gold' (2.20); wnbéskwan 'on his back' (2.34).
gwy- 'your (plural)' with only the postvocalic form of the suffix recorded: gadakki 'your land' (1.89).

5.7 Suffix -m-, Stem Variants. Some stems, when they occur with a personal prefix, require the addition of a suffix -m-, presumably before all other suffixes. Only the postvocalic form of this suffix is recorded: wizawiman 'gold' (2.19); newizawiman 'my gold' (2.24).

Some stems require a change of shape when they occur with personal prefixes: ki 'earth' (1.2, 1.4); kik, kik 'on the ground' (1.72, 2.14), cf. nli; ndakki 'my land' (1.89); gedakki 'your land' (1.89).

6. Pronoun Inflection

6.1 Independent Personal Pronouns. The following independent personal pronouns are recorded:

nia 'I' (1.79).
gia 'you (singular)' (1.18).
egama or agama 'he, she' (2.13).
gilowy 'you (plural)' (1.88).

6.2 Demonstrative and Interrogative/Indefinite Pronouns. Demonstrative and interrogative/indefinite pronouns take the following suffixes:

-igik 'animate proximate plural'
-ilil 'animate obviative singular' and probably 'inanimate plural'
-ihi 'animate obviative plural'
-i 'inanimate singular'

The initial i of these suffixes is dropped after a vowel. Known animate proximate singular forms are irregular. Recorded are the following:

n- 'that': ya 'animate proximate singular' (1.30); nigik 'animate proximate plural' (3.10); ni 'inanimate singular' (1.3).
yo- 'this': yóigik 'animate proximate plural' (3.2); yóilil 'animate obviative singular' (1.3); yóhi 'animate obviative plural' (1.52); yo 'inanimate singular' (1.4). Perhaps owa 'that' (for 'this'?) (1.101) is the animate proximate singular of yo-.
aweni- 'who, someone, anyone' animate only: aweni 'proximate singular' (3.3); awenilil 'obviative singular' (2.5).

gegwi- 'what, something, anything' inanimate only: gégwí 'singular' (2.1).

7. Verb Inflection

7.1 Verb Stem Classes. Verb stems can be divided into three classes based on differences in inflection, with several subclasses based mainly on differences in syntax.

Animate intransitive (AI) stems take personal affixes denoting animate personal pronouns as subject: lidehyzi- AI 'think', w8dlidehyzin 'he thought' (2.16).

A subclass of these, the transitive inanimate (TI) stems, have an implicit inanimate personal pronoun 'it, them' as object: namito- TI 'see it', wenamiton 'she saw it' (1.108).

Another subclass of the AI stems, the general transitive (T) stems, have an implicit personal pronoun of either gender 'him, her, it, them' as object: debake- T 'toss him/it', wadebaken 'he tossed him' (1.63).

Inanimate intransitive (II) stems take personal affixes denoting inanimate personal pronouns as subject: mkazewigen 'it is black' (3.9).

Transitive animate (TA) stems take personal affixes denoting animate personal pronouns as objects with personal pronouns of either gender as subjects: meskaw- TA 'find', womskawvn 'he found him' (1.94).

A subclass of these, the double object (DO) stems, have an implicit personal pronoun of either gender 'him, her, it, them' as direct object. The animate object represented in inflection denotes an indirect object with DO stems: mil- DO 'give him/it to', miliane 'if you give it to me' (2.27).

7.2 Gender and Person. Gender is only distinguished in the third person. First and second person affixes are always treated as animate. Therefore, first and second person affixes for subject do not occur with II stems, and first and second person affixes for object are found with TA and DO stems.

7.3 Glosses for Third Person Animate. Throughout the following sections, 'he' or 'him' may equally well be glossed 'she' or 'her'.

8. Affirmative Forms

8.1 Indicative Indefinite. The indicative indefinite mode is formed with
a set of personal affixes which include the personal prefixes. The following are recorded.

**AI, TI, T**

n- 'I': nemvlhíntato 'I am wonderful' (1.10).

g- 'you (singular)’: gebálaloke 'you have done wrongly' (1.56); nemvlhíntato 'you are wonderful' (1.10).

zero 'he (proximate)', probably with stem-final i replaced by o: linygwo 'he resembles that' (2.6).

g- -bena 'we (inclusive)’: gesélybeny 'we will go fast' (2.33). The example suggests that stem-final e is replaced by y before b.

-ak 'they (proximate)', with i replaced by ow before this suffix: gaóldowak 'they slept' (2.39).

**II**

zero 'it': wyígøn 'it is white' (3.7); wewinygwat 'it is known' (1.128); liwityzo 'it is called so' (2.37).

**TA, DO**

n- -y 'I - him': ngizihy 'I can make him' (1.21).

w- -yl 'he (prox.) - him (obviative)': wèsesmiwvnihaly 'she lost his tracks' (1.110).

-yk 'indefinite - them': wikwhybvlyk 'they were invited to the feast' (1.44).

g- -ynny 'we (inclusive) - him': g zeróskthylnny 'we will cut him to pieces' (1.78).

w- -yyyl 'they (prox.) - him (obv.)': wedássottekawywl 'they fairly covered him up by flocking' (1.43).

w- -egol 'he (obv.) - him (prox.)': wèdi±agol 'he was told by him' (1.10).

g- -i 'you (singular) - me': genamihi 'you will see me' (1.106).

g- -agebena 'indefinite - us (inclusive)’: gemamessaní benalgebena 'we are all insulted by (his) belittling you' (1.50).

8.2 Indicative Definite. The indicative definite mode is formed with a set of personal affixes in part different from those of the indicative indefinite. All include the definite suffix -en, replaced by -n after vowels. The following are recorded.

**AI, TI, T**

n- -en 'I': noliton 'I will build it' (1.58); ngizidéhýdamon 'I created it by wish' (1.17).
8.3 Conjunct Modes. The conjunct modes are formed with a set of personal affixes, all suffixes, followed by suffixes for the individual modes. The conjunct modes and their suffixes are the following.

The conjunctive mode takes no additional suffix, but stems with basic $e$ or $a$ in their first syllable replace those vowels with $e$: wedosan 'whence you come' (4.1); nemitykw 'when he saw it' (2.15). This is known as initial change.
The subjunctive mode takes the suffix -e after the personal affixes: gizádieliane 'after you have hunted' (2.43).

Participles are formed with a set of suffixes corresponding to the outer suffixes of nouns, of which the following are recorded:

- zero 'animate proximate singular': elidéhyzit 'he thinking' (2.58).
- -il 'animate obviative singular' with d and t replaced by \( j \) and \( c \) respectively before \( i \): debéldamlijil 'owner' (1.9).

Participles take initial change, as seen in the examples above.

8.4 Irregular Initial Change. Stems beginning with \( l- \) 'like, as; to' prefix e to form initial change: elijilakwessinlit 'how their tracks lay' (1.108), cf. linygwzo 'he looks like' (2.6).

Stems beginning with dod- 'so much, to such an extent' prefix e to form initial change: edodlivsvk 'it blew so' (1.29), cf. godotsanin 'you are so powerful' (1.23).

Stems beginning with dal- 'at' prefix e in addition to regular initial change: edelibezwogot 'where he brought him' (2.37); edelíniamvk 'where he was killed' (1.116); cf. wédalínámihin 'he saw him at' (2.5).

Stems beginning with wad- 'from; on account of' apparently optionally change e to a instead of to e to form initial change: wadänvlar 'where I got you' (2.47); wajíndagizinlykw (with \( l \) for \( j \) ?) 'so that he could not kill him' (1.103); cf. wëjimcinet 'that he should die' (1.76) and wédosan 'whence you come' (4.7).

8.5 Conjunct Personal Affixes. The following conjunct personal affixes are recorded:

\( -ý \) 'I', with stem-final e dropped before vowels: bemíy 'I passing by' (1.106); with \( w \) inserted after \( o \) before vowels: elimvhlíntatowý 'how wonderful I am' (1.16).

\( -an \) 'you (singular) ': wëjí kwenywashian 'so you will love long' (2.69); gizádieliane 'after you have hunted' (2.43); with stem-final e dropped before vowels: wédosan 'whence you come' (4.1).

\( -d \) 'he (prox.)' after vowels other than \( o \): elidéhyzit 'he thinking' (2.58); wëjimcinet 'that he should die' (1.76); with e optionally replaced by \( y \) before this suffix: édolýyť 'he going so fast' (2.65).

\( -gy \) 'he (prox.)' after \( o \) which is replaced by \( y \): némitykw 'when he saw it' (2.15).
-g 'he (prox.)' after m or n which are dropped before this suffix: debéldak 'owner' (1.1); bágešik 'he falling' (for 'he alighting?') (1.72).
-lid 'he/they (obv.)' after vowels: welákwestisit 'a straight one' (1.123); with e optionally replaced by y before this suffix: zykhésylit 'he coming along out' (2.60).
-slid 'he/they (obv.)' after consonants: debéldamilijil 'owner' (1.9); elijilakwessinlit 'how their tracks lay' (1.108).
-nVdid 'they (prox.)' after vowels, with the vowel following h (indicated here by v) identical with the vowel preceding h: myjihidit 'when they left' (1.12); ebihidit 'when they sat down' (1.64); gadawi welastywó'ydódide 'when they want to make a treaty' (3.12); bavyhydit 'when they arrived' (1.38), probably with stem-final e optionally replaced by y before this suffix.
-ohodid 'they (prox.)' after consonants: gizíwikwomohodit 'when they took it' (1.40).
-did optionally occurs in place of -nVdid: bavydit 'when they came' (2.39).

II
-g 'it, they': eltágihasik 'as they stretched out' (1.117); metkámicge 'when it will end' (1.118); with n dropped before the suffix: wybayvk 'when it is white' (3.6).

TA, DO
-ad 'you (singular) - him/them': gizhat 'he whom you made' (1.9).
-VD 'he (prox.) - him/them (obv.)': gizihyt 'when he made him' (1.3); edojíwehemyt 'he called them together' (1.41); nosóka'yt 'he following him' (1.112).
-rhydid 'they (prox.) - him/them (obv.)': welinávhydit 'in order for them to kill him' (1.51).
-amvk 'indefinite - him/them': edelíniamvk 'where he was killed' (1.116).
-agowan 'he - you (singular)', with e replaced by o after h: elihogovn 'he who has done so to you' (1.50).
-agot 'he (obv.) - him (prox.)': elágékimgot 'as he told him' (2.48); with -ave- replaced by -y-: etakygyocil 'his second chief' (7.49); with e replaced by o after a consonant followed by w: bezwogot 'he bringing him' (2.40); with e replaced by o after h: eligakhikihogot 'how she was teasing him' (7.105).
-lan 'you (singular) - me': miliane 'if you give it to me' (2.27).
-slan 'I - you (singular)': wádenvlan 'where I got you' (2.41).
8.6 Imperative. The following imperative suffixes are recorded:

AI, TI, T

zero 'you (singular)': daládieli 'hunt at' (2.41).

TA, DO

-yä 'you (singular) - him': welibya 'make him' (1.22).

The suffix has an unusual shape and may well be erroneously transcribed.

9. Other Forms: The Negative and Plural Stems

9.1 Negative Modes. Negative personal affixes are formed from the affirmative ones by addition of a negative suffix, recorded as -o, -w, -wi, change of b to pp, and -kkac in different forms. The recorded affixes follow.

9.2 Negative Indicative Indefinite.

AI, TI, I

\[g\backslash-o\] 'you (singular)'; genilkeo 'you will not kill' (1.126).
\[-w\] 'he (prox.)'; namitowi 'he could not see it' (2.2).
\[g\backslash--ppena\] 'we (inclusive)'; genehnámihodíppena 'we will not see each other' (2.68).
\[-w\text{ia}k\] 'they (prox.)'; gadonáldiwia 'they will not hunt one another' (3.16).

TA, DO

\[w\backslash--w\text{y}wí\] 'he (prox.) - him (obv.)'; wywélmywial (with wy- written [wo-] ?) 'he did not know him' (2.7).
\[-w\text{yi}\] 'indefinite - him'; makawí (for makawí ?) 'he could not be found' (1.73).
\[g\backslash--s\text{lo}I - you (singular)'; gebácwello (for gebácwelsalo ?) 'I would not cheat you' (2.31).

9.3 Negative Indicative Definite.

AI, TI, T

\[n\backslash--w\text{en}\] 'I'; ndlíbégwatawan (for ndlíbégwatowan ?) 'I cannot create it' (1.20).
\[w\backslash--w\text{en}\] 'he (prox.)'; wenamítowyn 'he didn't see it' (2.20).
9.4 Negative Conjunct.

TA, DO

n-ego *he/it/they - me*: niegowen 'it will not kill me' (1.79).

9.5 Negative Imperative.

TA, DO

-ikkac 'you (singular) - me*: bcwcwelikkac 'don't cheat me' (2.31).

9.6 Plural Stems. Some animate intransitive verbs form special plural stems by means of a suffix -ldi-; i is replaced by o before this suffix: wajiankin 'he got up' (2.8); amkoldowak 'they wake up' (2.62).

10. Notes on Syntax

10.1 Introduction. The Wawenock texts are hardly long enough to establish details of the syntax of the language, but many of the patterns observable in the Penobscot publications (Voorhis 1979, §14) appear to be exemplified here too.

10.2 Proximate and Obviative. Proximate and obviative nouns occur as subjects and objects of verbs, and as possessors of nouns, with the first mentioned, more important, or only animate noun in a sentence, or in a sequence of closely related sentences, being proximate, and other animate nouns being obviative: debeldak wahvalihyde ntamizenybal 'when the owner made the first man' (with 'made' for 'was going to make'?) (1.1).

The plain singular and plural forms of inanimate nouns occur as subjects and objects of verbs: waveliton vasesse 'he built a nest' (1.59); ni wybybi zogahazo 'that wampum fell out' (3.5).

A verb takes third person subject and object affixes or implicit pronouns agreeing in gender, number, and obviation with the subject and object nouns: ni wediten gloksyba 'then he said to Gloksybe' (1.18); ni wedlihyzitemegon volil gloksabal 'then this Gloksybe replied to him'.
A possessed noun takes third person possessive affixes agreeing in number with the possessor noun: *wélaqezial wa mos 'that moose's intestines' (1.117).

**10.3 Apposition.** Appositive nouns and pronouns agree in gender, number, and obviation: *wá gello zyqema 'that eagle, the chief' (1.45); gellowal yolil zyqenal 'the eagle, this chief' (1.47); yógik médolínóvak 'these shamans' (3.2).

**10.4 Locative and Attributive.** A locative noun is an adverb of place: *nábik wédálinámihvn 'he saw him in the water' (2.5); yo bémonet zibok 'when he came to this river' (2.2); *wéji wédonvk 'from his mouth' (3.6).

An attributive noun modifies and is prefixed to another noun, yielding a compound: *zibowinebésal 'river lakes' (1.18); *bmołaiki 'Emole's country' (2.37).

**10.5 Independent Clauses.** Indicative verbs form statements: (indicative indefinite) *ngizihy bá gélzlovma 'perhaps I can make the wind' (1.21); gósébyénv 'we will go fast' (2.33); (indicative definite) *wéweliton wazesse 'he built a nest' (1.59); *giosénena 'we shall roam about' (1.11).

The difference in usage or meaning between the indicative indefinite and definite is not clear. The names of these modes are taken over from those of their Abenaki cognates in Laurent (1884:141,145).

Imperative verbs form commands: *yó daládieli 'hunt here' (2.41).

**10.6 Subordinate Clauses.** Subjunctive verbs form subordinate clauses 'if, when (in the future) ... ': *ni milian gólélemegwávin 'then if/when you give it to me, you will have good luck' (2.27).

Conjunctive verbs form subordinate clauses 'when (in the past) ... ': *ni gísíwíkwañemohodit ni bła báliwi obónema (for ... webonemény ?) 'then when they took it they put it to one side for a while' (1.40).

Relative roots are a group of morphemes that resemble prepositions or postpositions. Conjunctive verbs with relative roots form subordinate clauses with different meanings depending on the root when that root has no antecedent (=prepositional or postpositional object). Some of the relative roots are the following:

*dal- 'at' forming subordinate clauses 'where...': ni *yo edelínáamuk mos ni mozikaci liwityzo 'and here where the moose was killed, that is called moose buttocks' (1.115), cf. *nábik wédálinámihvn awenilil 'he saw somebody in the water' (2.5).
1. 'like, as' forming subordinate clauses 'how...':
   wanamiton elfjilakwessinlit wadylama 'she saw how the
   tracks of his snowshoes lay' (1.108), cf. bmaozowinok
   linygwzo (for bmaozowinnok... ?) 'he resembled (=looked
   like) a human being' (2.6).

   wad- 'from; on account of' forming subordinate clauses
   'whence...; in order that...': gemvjålélvn mina
   wädenvlan 'I will carry you back again to where I got
   you from' (2.47); ni wégüelomana dolbal wejínivydit
   'then they planned what to do to turtle so as to kill
   him' (1.51).

   ges- 'as much, as many' forming subordinate clauses 'as much
   or as many as...': gësicwerkamohdit 'as much as they
   wished' (1.39).

   dod- 'so much, to such an extent' forming subordinate
   clauses 'how much...': ni edodlvmsvk 'that's how much
   it blew (?)' (1.30).

   dal- is implicit in a few stems: ebit 'where he sat' (1.46).

10.7 Participles. Participles are nouns: ni wedílégon debeldamlijil
   'then the owner told him' (1.0).

   Participles translate English relative clauses: ntámi zénybe
   gizihat 'the first man that you made' (1.5).

10.8 Negatives. A negative verb requires a negative particle: ndvtwmw
   wenamitownyn wizyvinim 'he did not see his gold' (2.20); nda
   nia nítægownw
   'it will not kill me' (1.79); waji nda gizinýkwf (for ...
   gizinýkw ?) 'so
   that he could not kill him' (1.103); mozak bacwelikkac 'don't cheat me
   (2.30).

11. Vocabulary

A selection of Wawenock stems and particles found in Speck (1928)
is given below for comparison with other Algonquian dialects. Only stems
and particles are listed whose forms seem to be easily discernible, either
within the Wawenock texts themselves, or from Abenaki or Penobscot cog-
nates. Many other stems and particles occurring in the texts are ignored
because of some uncertainty or ambiguity in form.

Phonemes omitted in some occurrences, and deleted vowels restored,
are written in parentheses.

Nouns (A = animate, I = inanimate; dependent nouns have a preceding
hyphen):

Persons (including kinship terms):
   alnybe- A 'man' (2.9, 2.12)
bénvm- A 'woman' (178)
imnzwínno- A 'human being' (2.6), cf. §2.10
gętín- A 'secondary chief' (1.49)
-idýbe- A 'friend' (2.23)
medéolenskwe- A 'sorceress' (1.102)
medéolino- A 'shaman' (3.5, 3.10)
walináki- A 'Wavenock Indian' (169)
-zásiz- A 'uncle' (1.56, 1.59)
zygema- A 'chief' (1.45, 1.47)
zénybe- A 'man' (1.3, 1.8)

Personal names:

bmole- A (2.11, 2.40)
bokejínskwesso- A (1.104, 1.107)
głoskybe- A (1.1, 1.18)

Animals:

bodebe- A 'whale' (1.35, 1.36)
-démiz- A 'dog' (1.115)
damakwe- A 'beaver' (2.41, 2.49)
dólbe- A 'turtle' (1.46, 1.65)
gello- A 'eagle' (1.45, 1.47)
medéwele- A 'loon' (1.93)
moz- A 'moose' (1.112, 1.116)
wenegigw- A 'otter' (2.42, 2.49)
zib(e)s- A 'bird' (1.41)

Body parts:

-ade- (for -ade- ?) I 'belly' (2.66)
-bóskwon- I? 'back' (2.34, 2.61)
-dópkwan- I 'hair of the head' (1.32)
-dón- I? 'mouth' (2.16, 3.6)
-lágozi- I 'intestine' (1.114, 1.117)
-łji- I 'hand' (3.15)

Plants and their parts:

abazi- A/I 'tree' (1.15, 1.25)
maskwémozi- A 'birch tree' (1.123, 1.126)
psłtęgwan- I 'branch' (1.126)

Material culture:

-dol- I 'canoe' (1.122)
gędęgwbizon- I 'belt' (3.14)
manı- I 'money' (2.28)
nessekwaŋw- I 'knife' (1.46)
wybybi-  I 'wampum' (3.5, 3.7)
zéskijo-  I 'bark basket' (1.74)

Other nouns:

bnaoowyganan-  I 'life' (2.25)
gőzelvevnyn-  A 'wind' (1.21, 1.28)
gisos-  A 'the sun' (1.43)
ki-  I 'earth, ground' (1.4, 1.72), possessed: -akki-
     'land' (1.89)
nabéss-  I 'lake' (1.14, 1.18)
nabi-  I 'water' (1.87, 1.88)
nizn-  I 'two' (3.14)
wajo-  A 'mountain' (1.12, 1.13)
wazosse-  I 'nest' (1.59, 1.67)
weitókygan-  A 'story' (1.33)
wizywimani-  I 'gold' (2.19, 2.24)
zibó-  I 'river' (1.15, 1.17)
zobegw-  I 'ocean' (1.17, 1.38)

Verbs: All stems:

abi-  'sit' (2.3)
amki-  'get up' (2.8, 2.62)
ai-  'stay; be at' (1.7, 2.43)
ydabi-  'sit down' (2.3)
bágossin-  'alight' (1.72)
baye-  'come, arrive' (1.38, 2.46)
gawi-  'sleep' (2.39)
gytlyzi-  'hide' (2.9 bis)
gelosi- (for galosi- ?)  'speak' (2.32)
givile-  'fall' (1.113)
giptessin-  'fall down flat' (1.113)
gizyji-  'be ready' (2.52)
idad-  'say' (1.27)
jihosi-  'form or create oneself' (1.3, 1.8)
ладаке-  'do' (1.58, 2.10)
l(a)ssin-  'lie or recline (at)' (1.39)
lidehzi-  'think' (2.16)
ligi-  'be like' (2.8)
myji-  'leave' (1.12)
mvhlhintato-  'be wonderful' (1.10, 1.16)
mece-  'die' (1.76)
mitsi-  'eat' (1.44)
moskwéldam-  'get angry' (1.50)
nilke-  'kill' (1.126)
welelemegwaw-  'have good luck' (2.27, 2.69)
zobekwke-  'walk by the ocean' (1.34)
Verbs: AI final suffixes:

-adieli- 'hunt':
  daládieli- 'hunt at' (2.41)
  giwadieli- 'go hunting' (2.1)
  gizádieli- 'finish hunting' (2.43)

-as(s)i=:
  gwilawas(s)i- 'search' (1.73, 1.74)
  naskasi- 'attack' (1.52)

-ýbëges(s)i=, -ýbegëzi=:
  mvýbëgesi- 'begin' (1.1)
  métybegëssi-, métybegëzi- 'end' (1.33, 1.96)

-ýbi- 'look, see':
  bmaatégwybi- 'look around wide eyed' (1.13)
  gwiławybi- 'search to see' (1.106)
  lybi- 'look' (1.68)

-odi- to TA 'one another (reciprocal)'
  gadonáldi- 'hunt one another' (3.16)
  nehmámihodi- 'keep seeing one another' (2.68) with a replaced by o after h

-esani- 'be powerful':
  dotsani- 'be so powerful' (1.23)
  lsani- 'be as powerful as' (1.26)

-essëmi- 'drink':
  gadáwessëmi- 'be going to drink' (2.4)
  gízëssëmi- 'finish drinking' (2.19)

-idowi- 'fly':
  bejídowi- 'come flying' (1.43)
  zykheidowí- 'fly forth' (1.42)

-igëdahi- 'jump':
  bejígedahi- 'come jumping' (2.60)
  dessígedahi- 'jump upon' (2.61, 2.63)

-igwëzi- 'crawl':
  bejígwëzi- 'come crawling' (2.18)
  myjegwëzi- 'start to crawl' (2.17)

-ile- 'go':
  béjile- 'come' (2.37)
  b(s)mile- 'pass by' (1.106)
  dojile- 'go so fast' (2.65)
  myjele- 'go away' (1.97, 2.35)
  zykhele- 'come out' (2.60)

-os(s)e- 'go' (= 'walk'?):
  gíose- 'roam about' (1.11)
  los(s)e- 'go to' (1.38, 1.113)
  wedose- 'come from' (4.1)

Verbs: TI, T stems and final suffixes:

-bagidam- 'let it go' (1.64)

-bonem- 'put it down' (1.40, 2.15)
debake- 'toss him/it' (1.63)
debeldam- 'own it', debeldak 'he who owns it, God' (1.1)
-ito- 'make it':
  welito- 'make it' (1.59)
namito- 'see it' (1.108)
probably nyjipto- 'go and get it' (1.37)
nodam- 'hear it' (2.57)
wedem- 'take it from' (1.39)
wikwenom- 'take it' (1.46)

Verbs: II stems and final suffixes:

-akamige- 'be (of the earth)'
  bëmamige- 'exist (of the earth)' (1.17)
  lëkamige- 'be like, be as (of the earth)' (1.15)
  metkamige- 'end (of the world)' (1.118)

-alvmsvn- 'blow (of the wind)'
  dodlvmsvn- 'blow so much' (1.30)
  ges(e)lvmsvn- 'blow' (1.24, 1.28)
  majelvmsvn- 'rise (of the wind)' (1.23)

liwityzo- 'be called so' (1.116, 2.37)
majile- 'be dull' (1.61)
mkazewigen- 'be black' (3.9)
mkwigen- 'be red' (3.5)
wvbigen- 'be white' (3.7)
wewinygwan- 'be known' (1.128)
zogvam- 'rain' (176)

Verbs: TA, DO stems and final suffixes:

bezw- 'bring' (2.40)
b(as)sihal- 'skin' (1.114 bis)
bibam- 'shoot' (1.112)
bbon- 'put down' (2.40)
-alom-
  depalom- 'hold a trial over' (1.75)
  giz(al)om- 'decide about' (1.51, 1.76)

gakhikih- 'tease' (1.102, 1.105)
gibil- 'fell' (1.124)
giptah- 'cut down' (1.123)

gwiloom- 'search for' (1.123)

-lih- 'make':
  gizih- 'finish making; be able to make' (1.3, 1.21)
  lih- 'make so' (1.50)
  wahwalih- 'keep making' (1.2)
  welih- 'make' (1.28)

-il- 'say to' (1.10)
m(a)skaw- 'find' (1.75, 1.111)

mil- 'give it to' (2.27)

nàmih- 'see' (2.5)
naskaw- 'attack' (1.57)
n(i)l- 'kill' (1.34, 1.51)
nodaw- 'hear' (1.90)
nosókaw- 'follow' (1.112)
wewyí- 'know of' (1.68, 1.100, 2.17)
wewedeham- 'know' (1.104)
weden- 'take from' (2.47)
wikwen- 'take' (1.52)

Verbs: roots used with final suffixes (t and d become c and i respectively before i; i is dropped after a vowel; w is dropped before o):

bed- 'hither'
b(e)rn- 'past'
dal- 'at'
dess- 'upon'
dod- 'so much, to such an extent'
gadaw- 'be about to'
giw- 'around here and there'
giz- 'finish -ing; be able to'
l- 'like, as; to'
myje- 'begin to'
met- 'end'
wanhwa- reduplication of wel-
wod- 'from; on account of'
wel- 'well'
zykh- (zykhe-?) 'out, forth'

Particles:

Adverbs of place:

baliwi 'to one side' (1.40)
bésojiwi 'near' (2.18)
deka 'in the direction of' (1.100)
io 'here' (2.11)
lاغwiwi 'toward' (1.100, 2.5)
máníwi 'among' (1.99)
nólamwi 'abroad' (2.23)
spamek 'up in the air' (1.69, 2.57)
(w)skitkamukw 'in the world, on earth' (1.41, 1.128)
yo 'here' (1.7)

Adverbs of quantity and degree:

ebassiwi 'half' (3.7, 3.8)
gamýji 'very' (1.9)
m(e)ziwi 'all' (1.15, 1.31)
Temporal adverbs and conjunctions:

- **bla** 'for a while' (1.40, 1.122), 'while' (1.13), 'meanwhile' (1.58)
- **debene** 'soon' (1.57)
- **dettacci** 'and now' (1.27, 1.118)
- **eskámi** 'forever' (1.118, 1.127)
- **gweni** 'while' (1.128)
- **mejimwi** 'always' (2.28)
- **muna** 'again' (2.67)
- **ni** 'and then, next' (1.9)
- **niga** 'and then, next' (1.11, 1.22, 1.29)
- **nigatte** 'at once' (2.11, 2.47)
- **nikwybi** 'now' (1.11)
- **ninawa** 'then' (1.2); with negative: 'yet' (1.20)
- **nittacci** 'and now' (1.32)
- **nitte** 'immediately' (1.72)
- **nspiwi** 'at the same time' (2.3)
- **zipkiwi** 'for a long time' (2.45)

Numerical adverbs of time:

- **besegwada** 'once' (2.1)
- **niseda** 'twice' (1.93)
- **nsade** 'three times' (1.94)

Temporal and modal enclitics:

- **ba** 'perhaps' (1.18, 1.20, 1.21), replaced by øba after consonants (2.24)
- **ji** 'in the future' (2.46)

Particles of negation:

- **yda** 'not (in the future)' (2.28)
- **mozak** 'don't' (2.30)
- **nda** 'not (in the future)' (1.81)
- **ndatwmy** 'not (in the past)' (2.1, 2.20)

Other particles:

- **aci** 'also' (2.13)
- **áida** 'well (interjection)' (1.101, 3.1), replaced by wáida after vowels (1.5, 1.34)
- **yzidaiwi** 'in turn' (1.28, 2.13)
- **bawaji** 'because of it' (2.3)
- **bekki** 'only' (2.65)
- **dyławe** 'so, accordingly' (1.13, 1.51)
- **dymi** 'how' (1.7)
- **ebsegwac** 'therefore' (1.53)
12. Concluding Remarks

The Wawenock language has evidently been extinct now for several decades. Therefore any information on the language must be gained from the data already gathered. Such information is potentially useful at least for historical Algonquian studies. May this paper serve to make some of it a little more accessible.

For the most part, too few Wawenock forms are recorded in the texts to allow confident prediction of the shapes of other forms in the paradigms of personal affixes. However, most of the affixes in the very similar Penobscot dialect (Voorhis 1979) probably occur unchanged in Wawenock except for the regular phonemic correspondences. Such correspondences involving different phonemes in the two dialects are the following:
Wawenock basic $p$, $t$, $k$, $c$, $s$, and $l$ correspond to Penobscot $hp$, $ht$, $hk$, $hc$, $hs$, and $hl$, while Wawenock basic $b$, $d$, $g$, $g'$, $z$, and $l$ correspond to Penobscot $p$, $t$, $k$, $c$, $s$, and $l$. As a rule, Wawenock final $wi$ is missing in Penobscot: Wawenock $mziwi$ 'all' (1.31) and $-wi$ 'he (negative)' (§9.2), cf. Penobscot $mosi$ and zero respectively (Voorhis 1979).

Further differences in Wawenock and Penobscot affixes do also occur: Wawenock conjunct $-egowan$ 'he - you (singular)' (§8.5), cf. Penobscot $-esk$ (Voorhis 1979). So Penobscot forms cannot simply be attributed to Wawenock in every instance.

At several points the Wawenock texts yield affixes for inflectional categories in which no affixes are found in Speck's Penobscot Texts (Speck 1918):

(indicative indefinite)

$-vk$ 'indefinite - them'
$g- -gebana$ 'indefinite - us (inclusive)'

(indicative definite)

$g- -geneny$ 'indefinite - us (inclusive)'

(conjunct)

$-slid$ 'he/they (obviative)' after consonants
$-slan$ 'I - you (singular)'

(negative indicative indefinite)

$g- -ppena$ 'we (inclusive)'
$-ywi$ 'indefinite -him'

(negative indicative definite)

$n- -egowen$ 'he/it/they - me'

(negative conjunct)

$-egokw$ 'he (obviative) - him (proximate)'

(negative imperative)

$-ikkac$ 'you (singular) - me'

To this list can be added the locative plural suffix of nouns, $-ikok$, which is not cited in Voorhis (1979), but is recorded for Penobscot in Speck (1935:20).
Deletion of vowels in the Penobscot recorded by Speck appears to follow essentially the same rules as in Wawenock (not discussed in Voorhis 1979).
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Affirmative verb inflection

Abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number &amp; Person</th>
<th>Ind.</th>
<th>Indef.</th>
<th>Conj.</th>
<th>Imp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 first person singular</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 second person singular</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 third person proximate singular</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 third person obviative singular</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 first person plural inclusive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 second person plural</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 third person proximate plural</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 impersonal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunct</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(to animate intransitive)

| 1 | n- | n- | -en | -\(\gamma\) |
| 2 | g- | g- | -en | -an        |
| 3 | -  | w- | -en | -d, -gw, -g |
| 4 | g- | g- | -en | -elid     |
| 12| g- | g- | -en | -eneny    |
| 33| -ak| w- | -en | -(hV)\(\gamma\)did|

(to inanimate intransitive)

| 3 | -  | -   | -    |
| 33| -ak| w- | -en | -\(\gamma\) |
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number &amp; person</th>
<th>ind.</th>
<th>ind.</th>
<th>conj.</th>
<th>imp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>indef.</td>
<td>def.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(to transitive animate)

1-3  n- -γ  n- -γn  -ad  -ya
2-3  w- -γl  w- -γn  -γd  
3-4  g- -γnny  g- -γnny  
12-3 g- -γnny  g- -γnny  
33-4 w- -γwyl  w- -γnγy  -γhydid  
0-3  w- -γwyl  w- -γnγy  -γhydid  
0-33 -γk  
3-1  n- -agon  
3-2  n- -agon  -agowan  
4-3  w- -agol  w- -agol  -agot  
3-22 g- -agony  
2-1  g- -i  g- -in  -ian  
1-2  g- -elen  -elen  
0-12 g- -egебeя  g- -egeneny  

Table 2: Conjunct-mode affixes

Conjunctive: initial change (a, e → e)
Subjunctive: -e
Participles: initial change plus...
3 - 3 -
4 - 4 -il